Avigilon Control Center ™ 7 Software
Video Security, Transformed
Avigilon Control Center (ACC) 7, our latest and most advanced version of ACC™ video management software, is
designed to revolutionize how users interact with and gain situational awareness from their video security systems.

Focus of Attention (FoA) Interface

Face Recognition

A cutting-edge user
interface for live
video monitoring
that leverages AI
and video analytics
technologies to
determine what
information is
important and should
be presented to
security operators.

ACC 7 software incorporates face
recognition technology to help
users identify and monitor people of
interest. Operators can add a person
to a face watch list from recorded
video or Avigilon Appearance Search™
technology results. When a match
occurs against the face watch list,
a notification is intuitively displayed
in the FoA interface, conveniently
drawing the operator’s attention to
the presence of a watch list subject.

Unusual Motion Detection

Avigilon Appearance Search Technology

Advanced AI
technology that
continuously learns
what typical activity
in a scene looks like,
and then detects and
flags unusual motion
to reveal events that
may have otherwise
been missed.

Sophisticated AIpowered video search
GENDER: FEMALE
engine that sorts
through hours of video
Personal Characteristics
with ease to help quickly
locate a specific person
or vehicle of interest
across an entire site or
multiple sites running
the same version of
ACC software. Search for a person or vehicle of interest by
entering a physical description, or by finding an example in
recorded video.
Gender

Upper Body Color

EMBEDDED IN
H5SL

H4SL

H4A

H4 MINI DOME

Product features and functionalities may not yet be available and, if and when available, may not be as depicted.
Images of product features and user interfaces have been simulated for illustrative purposes.
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Access Control Unification
ACC software works together with the Access Control Manager (ACM) system to
receive and act on ACM™ door events, hardware input events and access grants,
enabling operators to unlock access doors directly from a camera view.
Identity Verification dynamically displays ACM credentials with ACC camera views.
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Identity Search can help find a person of interest using their ACM
cardholder information.

Cybersecurity & Privacy Protection
ACC security measures include strong password enforcement, connection authentication
and data encryption, as well as strict user permissions to access search functionality that
uses personally-identifiable information.
Blurred Export supports compliance with new data protection and privacy requirements
of GDPR* by allowing you to export Appearance Search results in ACC software
while blurring the background of the camera view to feature only the person of interest
in the video.

H4 Video Intercom Support
Enables operators to monitor and control access at entry points through two-way
audio communication, video verification, and the ability to send a door grant through
ACC software.
CREATE A COMPLETE SECURE ENTRY SYSTEM
ACC SOFTWARE

H4 VIDEO INTERCOM

ACM SYSTEM

License Plate Recognition Analytics
Automatically reads license plate information from vehicles,
linking it to both live and recorded video. Create and import
multiple vehicle license plate watch lists for instant alarm
notification when a license plate match is detected, or search
and quickly find specific captured license plate video for
verification and investigation.
WORKS WITH
H4 LICENSE PLATE CAPTURE CAMERA

